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Summary 
This study examines the course-keeping control of directionally unstable large oil 
tankers involving a pole in the right half plane. Treated as an unstable plant in control 
engineering, tankers are theoretically and experimentally investigated during the controller 
design process. First, the unstable plant is mirror-mapped to its corresponding stable 
minimum phase plant using the mirror-mapping technique, which enables an easy controller 
design. Then, a linear proportional-differential and a first-order filter controller is designed 
based on the closed-loop gain shaping algorithm, which requires only one controller 
parameter to be properly selected based on the system’s characteristics. Numerical simulation 
results confirmed that the designed controller can successfully stabilise an unstable plant 
subjected to external wind and wave disturbances. The controller designed with the proposed 
method is suitable for course-keeping control of directionally unstable large tankers. The 
controller design method is simple with an uncomplicated structure that can easily be 
implemented in engineering endeavours. Moreover, the rudder motion is small and soft. 
Keywords: Course keeping; large tanker; ship motion; directionally unstable 
1. Introduction 
In the process control industry, multiple plants such as distillation columns, chemical 
reactors, and bioreactors, become spontaneously unstable. These unstable plants are 
fundamentally and quantifiably tougher to control compared to stable plants. Considerable 
attention has been devoted to controlling unstable plants by control engineers after major 
incidents [1] such as the JAS39 prototype accident on February 2, 1989 and the Chernobyl 
nuclear power plant accident on April 26, 1986.  
Unstable systems exist in oceanic engineering [2], e.g., in the pressure maintenance 
system of an LNG carrier, the balancing system of an offshore drilling platform and ships 
under certain circumstances. The instability phenomenon occurs in multiple directions 
compared to a ship’s motion [3]. Furthermore, as modern large tankers are slightly 
directionally unstable [2], they represent an additional unstable plant in control engineering. 
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Thus, the motion control of directionally unstable large tankers requires additional theoretical 
and applied investigations. 
In naval architecture, stability has a very wide meaning, thus embracing ship stability 
fundamentals, ship dynamics, and ultimately ship safety. Ship stability is vitally important for 
designing and operating ships and other floating structures; moreover, it has been 
continuously and extensively researched and improved. Bačkalov et al. [4] and Manderbacka 
et al. [5] extensively reviewed the results at the International Conferences on Stability of 
Ships and Ocean Vehicles and the International Ship Stability Workshops events during the 
2009–2014 and 2015–2017 periods, respectively, thus covering intact and damage stability, 
regulatory issues such as probabilistic approaches, advanced numerical methods for ship 
motion, and stability failure prediction such as roll damping, operational issues related to ship 
stability, and environmental modelling. Applying a simplified analysis method, Yasukawa [6] 
examined the course stability of a pure car carrier in the proximity of a sloped bank with 
variable water depth, distance between ship hull and bank, hull drift angle, and heel angle. 
Numerical simulation results indicated that their analysis method appropriately assesses the 
course stability of a ship close to a bank. Fitriadhy [7] proposed a numerical model for 
analysing the course stability of a towed ship in uniform and constant wind. Angelou et al. [8] 
presented a mathematical model for predicting the behaviour of sailing yachts, as well as 
analysed the course-keeping instabilities during downwind sailing. By numerically simulating 
simplified nonlinear mathematical models, Sutulo [9] investigated the dynamic properties of 
directionally unstable ships during manoeuvring motions. Kim et al. [10] evaluated the 
manoeuvrability characteristics of the ship sailing in shallow water at low speed by applying 
the mathematical model considering the shallow water effect. Dlabac et al. [11] confirmed the 
applicability and efficiency of using PSO method for ship course-keeping optimal autopilot 
PID controller design. Demirel et al. [12] proposed a fuzzy AHP and ELECTRE method for 
selecting the most effective roll stabilizing system for a trawler type fishing vessel. Zhang et 
al. applied the Lyapunov stability method to the stability problem of the control system of 
underactuated ships undertaking path-following missions [13,14] or dynamic positioning 
operations [15]. Guan et al. [16] analysed the performances of a quantum neural network 
steering controller and a conventional proportional-integral-derivative controller in stabilising 
the course-keeping motion of a ship.  
While ship motion stability has been investigated, studies on unstable ship motion 
control are rarely reported. Neuffer et al. [17] confirmed the global asymptotical stability of a 
closed-loop system comprising a nonlinear model of a course unstable ship and a proportional 
derivative (PD) controller. However, their analysis was purely theoretical, based on a one-
parameter family of Lyapunov functions, and was not supported by numerical simulations. 
Gierusz [18] developed a nonlinear model and numerically simulated it on the ship-handling 
training boat Blue Lady, a very large crude carrier tanker. Their model, which predicts the 
course of an unstable ship, was confirmed in over 100 experiments in real time. Morawski et 
al. [19] designed a control system that switches between a turning controller and a course 
controller to control a ship under different operating conditions. Zhou et al. [20] proposed a 
nonlinear state-feedback control law for global straight-line tracking control of a course 
unstable ship but did not consider the influence of wind and waves on the ship’s motion. 
Perera et al. [21] presented a sliding mode controller for the steering system of an unstable 
ship, which applies partial feedback linearization. Perera et al. [22] proposed a pre-filter-based 
sliding mode approach that controls the steering system of both stable and unstable ships. 
However, as the rudder angle is large and the rudder rate is high, the controller parameters are 
too many to adjust. 
Previously, these studies provided in-depth investigations on either stability or control. 
The course-keeping control of unstable ships in different control modes has progressed. 
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However, few studies treat a course unstable ship as an unstable plant. Therefore, this area 
deserves additional theoretical and applied investigations to improve our understanding of the 
process control and navigation practice. 
Consequently, this study develops a concise method for stabilizing an unstable plant 
such as the course of an unstable ship, especially that of a tanker. A case study is presented 
for the course-keeping control of directionally unstable large tankers by concurrently adopting 
the mirror mapping technique (MMT) and the closed-loop gain shaping algorithm (CGSA). 
Compared with previous studies, the proposed control scheme is of a concise form and 
involves a simple and fast parameter tuning procedure, thus promoting easy implementation 
and flexible application relative approaches for unstable large tanker plants. 
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
mathematical model of a ship’s motion, Section 3 involves a brief description of course 
stability, and Section 4 comprises an overview of the MMT and CGSA. The proposed control 
method is presented in Section 5, followed by a large tanker numerical simulation case study 
in Section 6, and then ends with the conclusion and outlook in Section 7. 
2. Mathematical model of ship motion 
Considering the plane motion of a ship, the formula simplification method proposed by 
Abkowitz [23] is adopted hereafter. The hydrodynamic X, Y, N is expanded into a Taylor 
series form, and only one order form is retained. Considering the left and right symmetry of 
the ship, the relevant hydrodynamic derivatives such as , , , , , , , ,v r v r u u u uX X X X X Y Y N N  are 
equivalent to zero. Simultaneously, the basic formulas for the ship’s motion are linearized on 
the left side. A linear mathematical model of the ship’s plane motion for three degrees of 
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where m is the ship’s mass, u is the ship’s surge velocity, u  is the change in surge velocity, 
v is the ship’s sway velocity, r is the ship’s yaw rate, δ is the rudder angle, Izz is the ship’s 
mass moment of inertia, xc is distance from the centre of gravity to the midship, 
, , , , ,u u v r v rX X Y Y Y Y  are hydrodynamic derivatives, while , , ,v r v rN N N N  are hydrodynamic 
moment derivatives, and , Y N  are hydrodynamic derivatives of the rudder force and 
moment, respectively. 
Obviously, the surge velocity u is independent of the sway velocity v and yaw rate r, 
and can be decoupled, which can be expressed by Equations (3) and (4). After the 
nondimensionalization of the last two equations, a linear mathematical model of the ship’s 
motion, with a state space form involving two DOFs, can be easily obtained as Equations (5) 
and (6) where L is the ship’s length and V is the ship’s velocity. After adding a new state 
variable, namely,  the heading angle  , another linear mathematical model of the ship’s 
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motion, in state space form involving three DOF can be properly derived, which can be 
expressed as Equation (7).  
u um u X u X u =  +                                                           (3) 
0
0
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After the Laplace transformation of the state space mathematical model, the transfer 
function obtained [2] is shown in Equation (8) as follows: 
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where s is the Laplace operator,   is the heading angle, and K and Ti (i=1, 2, 3) are the 
maneuverability indices of the ship.  
After reducing the order of the transfer function to the second order, the famous 
Nomoto model is obtained [2] and represented by Equation (9) as follows: 
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where T = T1+T2－T3. For a directionally stable ship, T is positive, whereas it is negative for a 
directionally unstable ship. 
Considering a 389100-ton unstable large tanker [2] as an example in this study, the 
ship’s parameters are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 Parameters of an unstable tanker
[2]
 
L(m) V(m/s) ▽(dwt) K T1 T2 T3 
350 8.1 389100 −0.019 −124.1 16.4 46.0 
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The second-order Nomoto model is represented by Equation (10), which obviously 
highlights an unstable pole in the right half plane. 
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3.  Course stability 
Straight-line stability can be considered as the most important and basic characteristic 
of a ship. An uncontrolled marine vessel moving in a straight-line path is referred as 
dynamically straight-line stable when it can spontaneously return to a new straight-line path 
subsequent to disturbance in the yaw motion direction without considering any corrective 
rudder actions. Consequently, straight-line instability refers to the case where the ship enters a 
starboard or port turn subsequent to being disturbed in the yaw motion direction without any 
rudder deflections. A ship lacks course stability when straight-line stability is absent. The 
ship’s straight-line motion can be guaranteed if the Nomoto time constant T is positive and 
vice versa.  
Most modern large tankers are slightly unstable [2], with common negative Nomoto 
time constant T. Furthermore, if a ship produces a negative Nomoto gain constant K, the ship 
exhibits a reverse response phenomenon for the rudder deflection and yaw direction, which 
represents a form of ship instability. In navigation practice, unstable ships such as large 
tankers sometimes exist in this unique state. Moreover, the Nomoto model for unstable large 
tankers can be recognized as an unstable plant in control engineering. 
4. CGSA and MMT 
4.1  Closed-loop gain shaping algorithm (CGSA) 
CGSA for a single input and single output (SISO) system is adopted in this study, with a 
sketch of the unit feedback control shown in Figure 1. C(s) and G(s) are the controller and the 
controlled plant, respectively. The variables r, e, u, d1, d2, and y correspond to the reference, 
the error, the control input, the load disturbance, the output disturbance, and the system 
output, respectively. 
 
Fig. 1 Diagrammatic sketch of the unit feedback control 
CGSA is a simplified H∞ mixed sensitivity algorithm by directly shaping the singular 
value curves of the sensitivity function S(S = 1 / (1 + GC)) and the complementary sensitivity 
function T (T = GC / (1 + GC)), as shown in Figure 2, with the correlativity T = I − S existing 
between S and T, wherein I is a unit matrix. According to H∞ robust control theory, the 
closed-loop frequency spectrum, which is equivalent to the T of a typical control system such 
as that in Figure 1, involves low-pass characteristics to guarantee robust performance of the 
system. The largest singular value equals 1 such that the system can follow the reference 
signal without tracking error. In Figure 2, the control performance is favourable if the 
bandwidth frequency of the closed-loop system (i.e., the crossover frequency 1/T0, where T0 is 
usually the reciprocal of bandwidth frequency) is appropriately selected. The high-frequency 
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asymptote slope of T can determine the sensitivity of the system to an invalid disturbance 
frequency. 
 
 Fig. 2 Typical S and T singular value curves[25] 
For common stable plant G(s) in the unit feedback block diagram of Figure 1, the high-
frequency asymptotic slope of T(s) in Figure 2 is usually suggested as −20 dB/dec, −40 
dB/dec and −60 dB/dec, corresponding to the selection T(s) = 1 / (T0s + 1)
n with n = 1, 2 and 
3, respectively. Then, the control law C(s) can be derived by Equation (11), namely, the so-
called CGSA. The selection of the order number n depends on the relative order number of 
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The parameter i
nC  is the binomial coefficient of the binomial expression of (T0s+1)
n. 
Moreover, CGSA can be applied for the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) and 
non-square systems, and additional details are available in [26-28]. 
4.2 Mirror mapping technique (MMT) 
The MMT is based on definitions 1 and 2.  
Definition 1. For an unstable plant, the mirror-images of the unstable plant refer to the 
symmetric values (finally lie in the open left half plane) of the zeros or poles that are located 
in the open right half plane. 
Definition 2. For an unstable plant, the mirror mapping process is a process wherein 
zeros or poles are substituted with their mirror-images for obtaining the minimum phase plant 
of similar form to the unstable plant. 
To explain the MMT, we consider an unstable plant G(s) involving a zero z0 and a pole 
p0 in the open right-half plane as an example. This plant is expressed by Equation (12). The 
stable minimum-phase plant Gm(s) can then be obtained by MMT after symmetrizing the zero 
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z0 and pole p0 to the open left-half plane with the imaginary axis as the symmetry axis, 
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Note that the largest singular value curve of the minimum-phase plant obtained using 
the mirror mapping process is similar to the largest singular value curve of the unstable plant; 
however, the peak value corresponding to the corner frequency might marginally differ 
between the unstable and stable plants in certain special cases. Furthermore, the unstable plant 
can be successfully stabilized by the controller that stabilizes the minimum phase plant.  
Note that MMT has been successfully adopted in the control of unstable systems with 
dual pole and dual zero [29], integration of unstable delay processes [25], high-order unstable 
processes with time delay [30], and industrial unstable processes [31]. Moreover, it is 
validated in systems such as pure unstable delay systems [32], the pressure maintenance 
systems of LNG carriers [27, 33], and the Maglev train. The mirror mapping process will be 
presented in Section 5. 
5. Controller design 
5.1 Controller design process 
This section discusses the course keeping for unstable large tankers in which both the 
Nomoto time constant T and the Nomoto gain constant K are negative. By ensuring proper 
rudder action, the tanker will certainly sail along the setting course. Moreover, the global 
asymptotical stability of unstable ship dynamics utilizing PD control has been proven in the 
literature [17] using a one-parameter family of Lyapunov functions. This study describes an 
appropriate and simple PD controller design method. The controller, which is suitable for 
stabilizing unstable plants such as unstable large tankers, is designed using MMT and CGSA. 
First, the unstable plant is transformed into an appropriate form that is more convenient for 
the MMT, as shown in Equation (14). This form considers the sign of the Nomoto time 
constant T and the Nomoto gain constant K.  
 
( )
( +1) ( +1) ( 1)
K KK
G s
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 in the right half plane. Then, the unstable 
plant can be mirror-mapped into its corresponding minimum phase plant based on the MMT 
as shown in Equation (15) wherein ( )mG s  is the minimum phase plant. 








                                                                               (15) 
Applying second order CGSA, wherein the order number n equals to 2 in Equation (11), 
the second order CGSA controller can be easily obtained for the unstable plant of course 
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unstable large tankers, as shown in Equation (16), which is equivalent to a linear proportional-
differential (LPD) and a first-order filter controller. 
2
0 0 0 0 0
+1 1 1
( ) ( )
( +2 ) +2
T s T s
C s
K T s T T s K T K T
= =  +
                                                (16) 
Apparently, the control performance is merely determined by the value of parameter T0. 
In the practice of navigation, the wave action is a high-frequency disturbance for the ship and 
its frequency spectrum lies in the range of 0.3–1.25 rad/s. If the value of parameter T0 is 
appropriately selected, the wave frequency spectrum of the ship can be neglected. Usually, its 
values lie outside the range 0.8–3.3. When the ship type or tonnage of the tanker changes, the 
value of the parameter T0 can be properly re-selected to obtain the appropriate controller. 
5.2 The verification of stabilization effectiveness 
The unstable plant G(s) in Equation (10) can be mirror-mapped into its corresponding 
minimum phase plant Gm(s) based on the MMT, as shown in Equation (17). 








                                                                        (17) 
 
Fig. 3 Bode diagram of G(s) and Gm(s) before and after mirror mapping 
From the Bode diagrams of unstable and stable plants shown in Figure 3, the spectrums 
are obviously similar. Then, the controller Cm(s) is designed on the basis of the stable plant 
Gm(s) given by Equation (18) wherein T0 = 4 s. Moreover, the controller C(s) is designed 
based on the unstable plant G(s) given by Equation (19) for verifying the stabilization. 
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According to CGSA, the controller Cm(s) designed on the basis of the stable plant Gm(s) 
can stabilize the unstable plant G(s). The simulation experiment is performed to testify the 
conclusion, and the results are as shown in Figures 4 and 5. It is obvious that the unstable 
plant G(s) is successfully and perfectly stabilized using the controller Cm(s). According to the 
Nyquist stability criterion, if the open-loop system is unstable and has an unstable pole, the 
closed-loop system is stable if and only if the Nyquist curve of the open-loop system encircles 
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the point (-1, j0) once in the counter-clockwise direction. Figure 6 shows the Nyquist curve of 
the open-loop system G(s) Cm(s) of the directionally unstable large tanker. Note that the 
curve satisfies the Nyquist stability criterion. Then, the controller designed is utilized to 
control the yaw motion of the large tanker. However, the unstable plant G(s) is stabilized by 
the controller C(s). Nevertheless, the stabilization of the controller C(s) is caused by the zero 
pole cancellation, in which the zero point of the controller C(s) is cancelled by the pole of the 
unstable plant G(s). The zero pole cancellation will be described further in Section 6.1.  
 
Fig. 4 Closed-loop step response of an unstable plant G(s) without control 
 
(a)                                                           (b) 
Fig. 5 Closed-loop step response of the unstable plant under control of C(s) (a) and Cm(s) (b) 
 
Fig. 6 Nyquist curve of the open-loop system G(s)Cm(s) 
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6. Numerical simulations and analysis of the results 
6.1 Control performance for Nominal model 
MATLAB is utilized to simulate the course-keeping control of a 389, 100 ton large 
tanker. To be more consistent with the motion characteristics of the ship, the third order 
Nomoto model in Equation (8) is consequently selected as the controlled plant in this note. 
The numerical simulation results of the nominal model are shown in Figures 7 and 8, without 
considering the influence of external wind and wave disturbances acting on the ship; however, 
this is accomplished with the steering gear characteristics for safety consideration in a manner 
such that the maximum rudder angle saturation limit is set to ±30°. From the simulation 
results, the directionally unstable large tanker under control of controller Cm(s) can quickly 
and smoothly track the course, and not show any steady-state errors in the whole process, 
which indicates that the controller has a good dynamic and steady-state performance. 
 
 
(a)                                                               (b) 
Fig. 7 Nominal model simulation result of course ψ (a) and course deviation △ψ (b). 
 
Fig. 8 Nominal model simulation result of rudder angle δ 
Furthermore, the numerical simulation of unstable plant G(s) in Equation (10) and 
controller C(s) is conducted under identical conditions. The simulation results are shown in 
Figure 9. Clearly, the controller C(s) cannot control the ship to track the set course; therefore, 
the controller C(s) cannot be utilized to stabilize the directionally unstable large tanker for the 
nonlinearity of the steering gear, which prevents the zero pole cancellation mentioned in 
Section 5.2. The MMT should be adopted in the design process proposed in this note, which 
is a crucial and extremely effective technique. 
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Fig. 9. Nominal model simulation result of course ψ for G(s) and C(s) 
6.2 Control performance for Perturbed model 
To be consistent with the practice of navigation, the external wind and wave 
disturbances acted on the ship is considered in the perturbed model. The second order wave 
transfer function, shown in Equation (20), corresponding to Beaufort No. 6 driven by white 
noise, is utilized to describe the wave disturbance, which is approved by the International 
Towing Tank Conference (ITTC). The Gaussian white noise is adopted to describe the wind 
disturbance. Figure 10 shows that subsequent to considering the wind and wave disturbances, 
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(a)                                                            (b) 
Fig.10 Perturbed model simulation result of course ψ (a) and rudder angle δ (b) 
The simulation results show that the course keeping controller designed here for the 
perturbed model of the directionally unstable large tanker can quickly control the ship to track 
the set course. The rudder angle applied is consistent with the practice of navigation, i.e., 
large rudder angles ±30° for fast tracking the set course in the initial stage of the course 
changing and small rudder angles less than ±10° to alleviate the external wind and wave 
disturbances acting on the ship in the final stage of the course keeping. The controller 
designed on the basis of the second order Nomoto model can still quickly track the set course 
for the perturbed model, thus showing good dynamic performance. Furthermore, there is no 
excessive overshoot in the whole course keeping process, which reflects good steady-state 
performance of the controller. 
Furthermore, the simulation results are satisfactory when the characteristics of the 
steering gear and the external wind and wave disturbances are not considered in the design of 
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the controller; however, these factors are considered in the simulation, which is equivalent to 
the model perturbation, indicates that the controller has good robust performance. Moreover, 
the controller designed is structurally equivalent to a LPD plus the first-order filter controller 
that allows for easy for engineering implementation. Thus, this controller has satisfactory 
control performance and strong robustness and meets the requirements of navigation practice. 
7. Conclusions 
In this study, we presented a concise controller design process for the course-keeping 
control of directionally unstable large tankers based on MMT and CGSA. We specifically 
focused on the pole in the right half plane of the unstable plant. The successful simulation 
results show that the controller designed through the proposed control process can stabilize 
the unstable plant of course unstable ship, particularly large tankers. Under the general 
requirements of control engineering and navigation practice, the controller has shown good 
control performance and strong robustness, as well as provided appropriate rudder angle 
output that meets the requirements of navigation operation practice. The proposed control 
scheme has the advantages of concise form and a simple and fast parameter-tuning procedure, 
thus allowing easy implementation in practice and more flexibility in application to other 
unstable plants of large tankers. Furthermore, this study has important reference value for 
practical application to guarantee the navigation safety of large tankers. However, instability 
phenomena may exist in other directions, e.g., roll motion; future work will focus on this area. 
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